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Circular No. GPS/Acad./2023/02 

Dear Teachers, 

GREENLAND PUBLIC SCHOOL 
(An English Medium Co-Educational Senior Secondary School) 

(Affiliated to C.B.S.E., Delhi) 

Subject: Expression Series for the session 2023-24. 

Please follow the following topics: 

Bimms Compus, Prem Nagar (Hesag). Hatia, Ranchi-834 003 
Tel. : 0651-3591364, 9798975004, E-mail : gpsranchi93@gmail.com 

(School No. 66355, AMIiation No. 3430160) 

This is to aware you regarding circular no. Acad./52/2023 dated 21/04/2023 to 
inform you and encourage the students to get their names entered for the mentioned 
activity. This activity shall be conducted during school hours on 02/05/2023. The theme 
will be "Skill development in India' from local to global. 

NOTICE 

1) Students from Class IIl to V will write on topic "The famous Indian personality 
the child need to excel". 

Conduct of Expression Series: 

who achieves success" or "Skill 
2) Students from Class VI to VIll will write the essay in 400 words or do a painting on 

3) Students from Class IX to XIl will write an essay in 1000 words or write a poem or 
do painting on the topic "Globalization and need for globally relevant skills" or 
"Skill development for inclusive and sustainable economic growth". 

Date: 22/04/2023 

1) CCA In charge shall organize the school level expression series during school 
hours on above topics from 24/04/2023 to 03/05/2023. 

2) Participation series can be in form of essay/paragraph/painting/poems etc. 
3) This can be written in Hindi or English. 
4) CCA In charge shall complete evaluation and short list one entry per class. 
Submission of short listed entry: 

Thank you, 

1) The school can submit the entries from 04/05/2023 to 13/05/2023. 

2) Each participant will get online participation certificate. 

8.Kapofan 
Principal 

3) Ten best entries of each category will be selected by CBSE for selection of 

winners at Regional Level. 
4) Three best entries will be selected at National Level. 
5) Ten best entries at the Regional Level and three best entries at National Level will 

given E-certificate of merit by CBSE Board. 

the topic "Kabad Se Jugad" or "Local skill of my district which I can promote" 
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